
Marx Lecture II 

German Ideology  

Chapter 1: Feuerbach: Opposition of the Materialist and Idealist Outlooks 

A. Idealism and Materialism 

Starts with a criticism of the development of intellectual thought in Germany, particularly the 
legacy of Hegel and the Young Hegelians 

Both the old (conservative) Hegelians and the young (radical) Hegelians are accused of being too 
focused on religion, both in their embrace of religion (old Hegelians) and their criticism of religion 
(young Hegelians). 

This is related to the focus on consciousness - thoughts, concepts, ideas, etc - as the chains that bind 
and the tools of emancipation. Emancipation is then a matter of a change in how one thinks about 
the world.  

“This demand to change consciousness amounts to a demand to interpret reality in another way, i.e. 
to recognise it by means of another interpretation.” 

This demand is, however, fundamentally conservative because it does not attempt to change 
material conditions, just to develop new interpretations of existing conditions.  

Instead, Marx sets out to begin from empirical premises. 

1. Living human individuals and their relation to nature 

2. Humans are distinguished from other animals by producing their means of subsistence 
and their actual material life 

3. How humans produce their means of subsistence is dependent upon those means in 
existence and which they reproduce. This is a social process presupposing the cooperative 
activity of humans, with the form of this cooperation determined by available means.  

“As individuals express their life, so they are. What they are, therefore, coincides with their 
production, both with what they produce and with how they produce.” 

Relations within communities/nations depends upon the development of (i) productive forces, (ii) 
division of labour, (iii) internal intercourse  

Development of productive forces shown in the division of labour - division of labour leads to 
separation of industrial/commercial from agricultural labour - separation of town/country - creating 
new conflicts of interest. In time this also leads to divisions between industrial and commercial 
labour. This then leads to a division of labour between individuals in these spheres with relative 
positions determined by the means employed. These divisions also seen between nations.  



The development of productive forces and the division of labour reflect different forms of 
ownership. 

First, TRIBAL OWNERSHIP - undeveloped production - hunting, gathering —> animal husbandry 
and agriculture - division of labour is the extension of divisions within the family structure - 
patriarchal chieftans/leader with power over tribal members, leaving a class of slaves at the bottom.  

Second, ANCIENT COMMUNAL or STATE OWNERSHIP) - uniting of tribal units, development 
of cities - private property emerges alongside communal ownership but remains subordinate to 
communal ownership. “Citizens” have power over labouring slaves collectively and thus depends 
upon communal ownership for advantages over the enslaved class. Division of labour between 
town/country developing - also between states and within states between different interests - 
commercial vs. maritime, for example. Even though private property is subordinate to communal 
property, it still begins to lead to inequalities in material wealth. Also, the emergence of a class 
between masters and slaves.  

Third, FEUDAL or ESTATE OWNERSHIP - begins from a broader territorial basis for centres of 
power - in the wake of the fall of the empires of antiquity - society that emerges shaped by 
Germanic military constitution - based on idea of community but the slave is replaced by the serf/
peasant rued over by a lord - leads to an antagonism between town and country as the lords’ power 
resides in the land they hold and the people they bind to that land. In contrast, the towns sees the 
development of crafts and trades, protected by individual property and secrecy within guilds - 
further the towns develop hierarchies between journeyman and apprentice. Two forms of property 
in the Feudal period - landed property with attendant serfs/peasants vs. labour and limited capitol of 
the tradesman - both limited by primitive state of development of both agriculture and craft. Few 
divisions externally between nations/states and internally divisions restricted to the basic system of 
separate estates.  

A materialist rather than idealist history then focuses on: 

• the definite individual acting productively through definite political and social relations - based 
on empirical observation  

• Social structure and state evolve out of the life-process of individuals - as they actually exist 
and operate 

• the ideas individuals have about their world grow out of their conditions of existence, not the 
other way around  

• this includes law, politics, morality, religion 

“Consciousness can never be anything else than conscious existence, and the existence of men is 
their actual life-process.” 



Historical fundamentals: 

Our ideas and ways of thinking are an outgrowth of our relations of production and modes of 
material joint activity 

1.Securing the conditions of material existence is the key concern in human history  

“ The first historical act is thus the production of the means to satisfy these needs, the production of 
material life itself. And indeed this is an historical act, a fundamental condition of all history, which 
today, as thousands of years ago, must daily and hourly be fulfilled merely in order to sustain 
human life.” 

2. The satisfaction of this first need leads to an expansion - to the creation of new needs.  

3. We must reproduce ourselves and the species - first through family but even this changes 
with social development 

The production of life, then, is both a natural/material process and a social process - such that 
modes of production are related to means of cooperation 

We have “consciousness” but it is not inherent or pure - spirit is burdened with matter - grows out 
of language, which grows out of social interaction and need 

Consciousness develop in and through the world - first of individual sensuous/material needs, then 
of the natural world, then of association - this is the beginning of society proper 

Even with the development of society, however, consciousness is still dependent upon actual 
existing conditions - it grows out of them and even where it achieves some independence it cannot 
wish away material conditions - shifts in consciousness produced by conflicts within material 
existence 

The existence of private property and the division of labour then serves both individualism and 
alienation - premised on the ability to alienate the labour of others, or of ourselves. 

It is only a shift to a communist system of property and labour in which human freedom/
emancipation can be realised, as we are only then/there freed from alienation/estrangement.  

What we see today is the expansion of the impersonal force directing the individual, such that even 
as we are liberated from king or church, we are enslaved to an abstract force driving us to alienate 
our labour in order to survive - but the liberation from this seemingly mysterious and all-powerful 
force is to be found in remaking property relations and our modes of social cooperation.  



These changes require a revolution that depends upon: 

1. The rendering of the majority as propertyless at the same time that the power of their 
cooperative labour increases  
2. The means of production must be sufficient to achieve the required level of material 
provision 
3. Universal revolution - otherwise the change will only be local/partial and intercourse 
with non-communist nations would undermine local communism 

Role of the proletariat as the universal subject  

B. The Illusion of the Epoch 

“Civil society embraces the whole material intercourse of individuals within a definite stage of the 
development of productive forces. It embraces the whole commercial and industrial life of a given 
stage and, insofar, transcends the State and the nation, though, on the other hand again, it must 
assert itself in its foreign relations as nationality, and inwardly must organise itself as State” 

Civil society as the driver of social and political life - intercourse of individuals within a stage of the 
development of productive forces - division of labour and forms of ownership 

“Civil society as such only develops with the bourgeoisie; the social organisation evolving directly 
out of production and commerce, which in all ages forms the basis of the State and of the rest of the 
idealistic superstructure, has, however, always been designated by the same name.”  

Bourgeoisie - development of a class between the Lord/Serf - from the evolution of production/
commerce 

Ideology 
    I 
State  
    I  
Civil Society 
    I 
Productive forces/material relations 

History the succession of generations both making use of existing activities in changed 
circumstances and changing those circumstance with new activities - not the development of ideals 
or spirits of history - this is an abstraction reflected back upon events 

History becomes world history as the activities in spheres of life spread - example of industrial 
revolution changing relations outside of England - but this is not the realisation of a telos through 
the development of mind/spirit 

“It shows that circumstances make men just as much as men make circumstances.”  



Change requires overthrow of actual social relations - hence the emphasis on “revolutionary” 
politics - human consciousness has to be remade by remaking material relations in order to achieve 
real/lasting change 

Rejection - in the strongest possible terms - of the idealistic/Hegelian legacy of German thinking 
about history as the progress of spirit. 

Responding to Feuerbach - human essence is a not expressed in existing conditions, rather existing 
conditions shape the human condition such that our satisfaction and discontent are reflective of 
social relations; further, changing this - achieving communism - requires more than a shift in 
consciousness - requires change in conditions of intercourse and production. 

“He does not see how the sensuous world around him is, not a thing given direct from all eternity, 
remaining ever the same, but the product of industry and of the state of society; and, indeed, in the 
sense that it is an historical product, the result of the activity of a whole succession of generations, 
each standing on the shoulders of the preceding one, developing its industry and its intercourse, 
modifying its social system according to the changed needs. Even the objects of the simplest 
“sensuous certainty” are only given him through social development, industry and commercial 
intercourse.” 

The world itself is a product of human action and historical development - this is a rejection of 
essentialism and naturalism.  

“But apart from the fact that he only conceives him as an “object of the senses, not as sensuous 
activity,” because he still remains in the realm of theory and conceives of men not in their given 
social connection, not under their existing conditions of life, which have made them what they are, 
he never arrives at the really existing active men, but stops at the abstraction “man,” and gets no 
further than recognising “the true, individual, corporeal man,” emotionally, i.e. he knows no other 
“human relationships” “of man to man” than love and friendship, and even then idealised. He gives 
no criticism of the present conditions of life.” 

Marx’s historicism and materialism also, then, entail a critical relationship to the existing conditions 
and forms of activity he encounters - as they are not natural nor are they chosen/consented to by 
those affected 

“The class which has the means of material production at its disposal, has control at the same time 
over the means of mental production, so that thereby, generally speaking, the ideas of those who 
lack the means of mental production are subject to it. The ruling ideas are nothing more than the 
ideal expression of the dominant material relationships, the dominant material relationships grasped 
as ideas; hence of the relationships which make the one class the ruling one, therefore, the ideas of 
its dominance.” 

Class ideology - class itself an expression of the dominant form of interaction and production - 
further, the expression of their ideas - norms, laws, ethics, etc - are an expression of their interests - 
“self-conscious” is the expression of the justifications of the existing historical and material 
conditions. 

-Link back to Marx’s critique of rights in On The Jewish Question, for example 



C. The Real Basis of Ideology 

Production dependent on nature, leads to domination by nature and social bonds linked to nature 
(family, tribe) - when production shifts to being dependent upon the product of accumulated labour 
(capital) then the domination is by capital and social bonds linked to contractual exchange - this is 
the shift from Country to Town, from Rural to Urban. 

Town / Urban implies the conditions of politics as such in contrast to the naturalised and 
personalised relations in the country / urban 

The division between Town / Country is a product of the division of labour and the emergent system 
of wage labour - with the labourer isolated as an animal in his urban or rural habitat. — it is the 
division between capital and landed property for the ruling class, and in a sense expresses the 
conflict between the aristocratic and bourgeois classes  

The bourgeoise-to-be  emerge from the escaped and freed serfs fleeing the country for the town and 
pursuing their craft and commerce as craftsman and artisans - creating the need for common spaces, 
administrative institutions, as well as forms of individualised competition between producers and 
traders - further movement of serf class to towns results in the creation of a class below the 
bourgeoise that is dependent upon the guild-master, who become a wage-labourer - a rabble - the 
material from which the proletariat would emerge - and necessitating police and welfare/charity to 
administer the rabble/mob/mass 

Things begin to change with the separation of production and commerce - between labour and 
capital - which in turn increases the mobility of commerce through the use of currency and in turn 
increases the need for administration and security beyond the town, along transportation routes, for 
example, while also calling for greater investment in infrastructure. 

The urban space becomes a connected rather than a local space - increasing trade/exchange of good/
technology/ideas. Also creates economies of scale that incentivise increases in productive capacity. 

Manufacturing is developed through increases in technology that allow for labour to be more 
effective in order to meet rising demand created by economies of scale, initially this takes place 
outside of the craft professions protected by guilds as the work is relatively unskilled and easily 
supplemented by technology. The manufacturer able to exploit technology and unskilled about are 
also early capitalists able to mobilise their capital freely across distance as they were neither 
craftsman nor labourers tied to the physicality of their task - rather they profited from the 
coordination of social interactions in manufacturing to create a surplus value they are able to cash in 
and mobilise as currency.  

The ranks of labourers for manufacturing grow as the feudal system continues to break down and 
the serf/peasant must seek new means of subsistence.  

The new mobility of capital and the growth of manufacturing leads to increased competition 
between nations who no longer exchanged goods but compete for their manufacture and sale.  

This change also leads to the emergence of wage-labour as the manufacturer/capitalist hires the 
worker for a wage rather than establishing a deeper relation on the feudal or guild model. 



These change are enabled and also inspire the expansion of colonialism, as the resources, labour 
and markets achieved through domination enable the profit of the new bourgeoise class - 
particularly the manufacturers and the merchants/financiers.  

The development of this new system of property and production also enables the development of 
the state, as the state becomes involved in securing an international order in which economic 
activity is possible between nations and enabled internally.  

Industrialisation, commodification, financialisation, urbanisation are all global processes that 
undermine local/national distinction and create a condition of global interconnectedness and a 
universal status for individuals as members of one of the universal and opposed classes - bourgeoise 
and proletariat  

Development of property - communal property - state property - this is fundamentally about land - 
private property develops out of moveable property - slavery as the key form of property - as 
property relations develop private property begins to include immovable property - land - and 
means of production - but is abstracted further through money to simply capital as abstract and 
moveable property that can be converted universally and cannot be constrained/contained.  

D. Proletarians and Communism  

Class forms through the antagonism with existing conditions - such that the bourgeoise emerge 
from their confrontation with the landed aristocracy and it is this conflict that gives that class its 
unity in opposition, as without the common desire to change existing conditions there would be 
competition - and the progress of history is achieved because the emergent class is created by the 
very conditions they are seeking to change, such that as a class emerges it creates the conditions for 
its own opposition and eventual transcendence.  

Classes are the stages of evolution of the humans species and this process of class conflict continues 
until there is a class that has no longer has a particular class interest to assert against the ruling 
class.  

The process of class formation and transformation is inherently a collective process of changing the 
material condition of relations, it cannot be done individually or in thought alone. It requires 
community and it is through true community that true emancipation can be achieved - including all 
classes and entailing the substantive abolition of class distinction.  

The distinctive condition of the conflict between the bourgeoise and the proletariat is the separation 
of the personal from the class identity  - for both their class identity is accidental it is not tied to 
their personal identity as noble or common, for example. As such the formal freedom of the 
bourgeoise world makes the proletariat seem free even as he is less free than other classes because 
the class identity/position is so firmly entrenched. Where the bourgeoise sought to liberate 
themselves from the heredity privileges of the feudal order, seeking a formal equality that enabled 
their pursuit of production and profit, the proletariat seeks to liberate themselves from the condition 
of alienated labour in which they are forced to work for others  



Communism then promises the liberation of the proletariat through their unity as individuals - 
rather than as members of a distinctive group/community to which their individuality is 
subordinated.  

Historical change comes about through class conflict, through the historical process by which one 
class overtakes another, it is not a matter of individual liberation or singular acts of rebellion - a 
long, slow process of changing the terms of social interaction in light of changes in the mode of 
production and the contradictions of that mode.  

The revolution entailed by the proletariat is of a different quality because of the division of labour 
and means of production that are available to claimed are more universal and powerful than those 
previously available through other revolutions. This promises a complete liberation of the 
individual in their substantive material life and in turn their truly human emancipation as free and 
creative individuals.  

 Theses on Feuerbach 

1. Materialism as an engagement with practical activity  
2. Truth resides in the world not our thoughts about it 
3. Revolutionary activity can change the objective conditions of life 
4. Not enough to find the real sources of ideas, but we must change that reality through radical 
action 
5. Radical action is a form of sensuous activity not merely contemplation - real world material 
action 
6. Human essence is the quality of our interactions - historical, material, sensuous 
7. The abstraction of a religious essence or a human essence is the product of an existing social 
condition 
8. Social life is practical life/action/relations not a mysterious or spiritual realm - understanding 
society is understanding reality 
9. Materialism with this active/historical/sensuous quality is merely contemplation of abstracted 
individuals and society 
10. Human society / social humanity - the object of studied and goal pursued (?) 
11. “The philosophers have only interpreted the world, in various ways; the point is to change it.” 

Preface to the Critique of Political Economy 

Bourgeois economy - Capital, landed property, wage-labour; the State, foreign trade, world market 

Legal relations and political forms develop out of the material relations of society - civil society - 
this requires a study of political economy 

To maintain their existing humans enter relations that are independent of their will - relations of 
production - determined by the stage of the development of the material forces of production. These 
relations are the economic structure of society - the real foundation of society, which the political 
forms and legal relations situ on top of as a superstructure  



In time productive forces come into conflict with the existing relations of production - turning these 
relations into fetters of the productive forces leading to social revolution - these change in economic 
structure then lead to changes in legal relations and political forms - the superstructure  

Economic conditions / ideological forms  

Social revolution only occurs when the relations of production are exhausted and can no longer 
develop productive forces of society - we only ask the questions we are able to solve - social 
questions come to light because of the contradictions already generated 

Stages of economic and social development - the bourgeois stage is the last antagonistic stage - last 
chapter of human pre-history 

Communist Manifesto 

Chapter 1 
the economyin order to Bourg 
history is the history of class struggle  

Oppressor and oppressed - basic structure of class relations - new classes for the bourgeois social 
order 

Simplified antagonism - two classes - bourgeoise and proletariat  

“The bourgeoisie, wherever it has got the upper hand, has put an end to all feudal, patriarchal, 
idyllic relations. It has pitilessly torn asunder the motley feudal ties that bound man to his “natural 
superiors”, and has left remaining no other nexus between man and man than naked self-interest, 
than callous “cash payment”. It has drowned the most heavenly ecstasies of religious fervour, of 
chivalrous enthusiasm, of philistine sentimentalism, in the icy water of egotistical calculation. It has 
resolved personal worth into exchange value, and in place of the numberless indefeasible chartered 
freedoms, has set up that single, unconscionable freedom — Free Trade. In one word, for 
exploitation, veiled by religious and political illusions, it has substituted naked, shameless, direct, 
brutal exploitation.” 

In a sense the bourgeois revolution is one of greater freedom but it is an abstract freedom that ends 
up simplifying the basic conflict at the hear of social development, in which some benefit at the 
expense of others.  

This dynamic is the relationship between the capitalist/owner and the wage-labourer  

Society is reduced to monetary and contractual relations 

This liberation from past hierarchies leaves us beholden to a more brutal and crude hierarchy.  

But the need for progress - innovation, growth, return - means the bourgeois/capitalist class must 
constantly seek efficiency  



This is why the bourgeois moment entails the creation of universal class conflict - classes 
determined by the position within relations of production and the imperative of the capitalist/owner 
to expand these relations ever further to open new markets - this is both a geographical and 
conceptual spreading.


